Software Engineering Technology

**REQUIRED COURSES**

- SFGN TECH 3EE3 Engineering Economics
- SFGN TECH 3FS3 Financial Systems
- SFGN TECH 3MP3 Management Principles
- SFGN TECH 4EE3 Technology Ethics and Sustainability
- SFGN TECH 4PM3 Project Management

**ELECTIVE COURSES**

- SFGN TECH 4EN3 Entrepreneurial Thinking & Innovation
- SFGN TECH 4SF3 Strategic Management
- SFGN TECH 4TC3 Technical Communications
- SFGN TECH 4EM3 Legal and Regulatory Issues
- SFGN TECH 4LM3 Lean Thinking and Practices
- SFGN TECH 4MK3 Fundamentals of Marketing
- SFGN TECH 3DM3 Creativity, Innovation and Technology

**SUGGESTED COURSES**

- SFGN TECH 4SF3 Strategic Management
- SFGN TECH 4MK3 Fundamentals of Marketing
- SFGN TECH 3DM3 Creativity, Innovation and Technology

**LEGEND**

- **REQUIRED**
- **ELECTIVE**
- **PREREQUISITE**
- **SUGGESTED PREREQUISITE**